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FEEDING E X P E R IM E N T S
Made by the Farm Department and the Experiment Station.
COMPARISON OF FODDERS AMD RATIONS IN FATTENING STEER S.
G. E. PATRICK AND L. P. SMITH.
T he experiments herein described are the work jointly of 
the Farm Department and the Experiment Station of which 
each bears one-half the expense.
T he objects aimed at were:
ist. T o  compare the feeding value, in fattening, of tim­
othy hay, corn fodder, corn ensilage and sorghum ensilage 
when each is the sole coarse food of the ration and corn and 
cob meal the only grain.
2d. T o compare a single coarse food, e. g. timothy hay, 
corn fodder, or ensilage, with a mixture of the two, e. g. corn 
fodder and timothy, ensilage and timothy— the grain feed 
being in all cases the same, viz: corn and cob meal.
3d. T o  compare corn and cob meal with whole corn, as 
the grain feed in fattening.
4th. T o compare the cost of outdoor with that of indoor 
winter fattening.
5th. T o compare any and all of the rations named above, 
with a more varied ration containing wheat bran as a part of 
the grain feed.
T his is a large program to carry out with a dozen steers in 
a single winter. It necessitates using only two steers for 
each ration tested— that is, four for each comparison made. 
Man}' would think this too small a number, and some would 
insist upon only a single trial at one time, with a dozen 
steers.
Notwithstanding this, we undertook the work laid out 
above, after mature thought, and from the following consid­
erations:
1. Practical problems in farming are many, and farmers 
want facts on as many of them as possible as soon as possible.
2. A  single feeding experiment, even with a dozen 
animals in the trial, seldom proves anything; the result usu­
ally  is only an indication, to be corroborated or negatived by
1
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future trials. Indications obtained with fewer animals have, 
indeed, less value, provided methods of experiment are the 
same; but they are as truly indications, whose truth or falsity 
must be established by repeated trials.
3. By the method we employ of judging each animal by 
his previous record (explained below) it is believed that the 
disadvantage of few animals in each experiment is in a 
measure overcome.
G E N ERA L  PLAN.
T he feeding was done in three separate periods, each four 
or five weeks in length. The object of the first period was 
not to compare feeds, but animals— that is, to ascertain as far 
as possible their feeding capacities and their relative abilities 
to convert the food eaten into fat and flesh.
In this period the rations of all were alike in kind; and dif­
ferences in quantity were confined to the coarse fodders alone. 
The results obtained in Period I are used in interpreting 
those of Period II, and the results of Period II in interpret­
ing those of Period III.
In all the periods everything fed to each animal was 
weighed at each feeding; the water drunk daily by each, ex­
cepting the outdoor animals, was also weighed.
T he feeding was done at morning and evening, and the 
watering between 10 a . m . and 110011. No more grain was 
fed than would be eaten clean, and the coarse fodder left 
from a day’s feeding was weighed back next morning and 
deducted from the amount fed. The food figures in the table 
refer, therefore, only to the food actually consumed.
Each steer was salted twice a week throughout the experi­
ments.
A t the same time every day, just before watering, each 
steer was weighed 011 Howe Bullock scales conveniently 
located in the stable.
T H E ST EERS .
The steers, twelve in number, purchased for these experi­
ments, were grade shorthorns of very ordinary quality which 
had been dehorned the previous season. They were repre­
sented by the seller to be all three-year-olds, but Nos. 1, 3, 6 
and 10 proved to be somewhat under that and No. 12 to be 
nearer four than three. They were not as even a lot as we 
desired, but were the best to be found at the time. For their 
weights see Table II.
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T H E  ST A B LE
in which the steers were fed is in the basement of the barn, 
is above ground on all sides but the West, is warm and fairly 
w ell lighted.
T h e stalls are the ordinary ones of dairy stables; and each 
steer was fastened in the usual way, by a neck strap attached 
to a sliding ring.
W ater is had in the stable throughout the winter by turn­
ing a faucet, thus avoiding the necessity of exposing the stock 
to cold, or obliging them to drink cold water.
A ll the feed, including ensilage, is conveniently dropped 
to the level of the stable floor, whence it can be easily distrib­
uted.
G RA IN  A N D  F O D D E R .
Corn. This was of a good dent variety, of average quality.
Corn and Cob Meal. This was the above corn ground with 
the cob as finely as was practicable in a Foos Mfg. Co’s No. 
4 iron mill.
Corn Fodder. T his was field cured B. and W . ensilage 
corn. It was planted late the previous spring in rows one 
way, three feet eight inches apart, with a distance of about 
ten inches between the stalks. It grew to an average height 
of twelve feet. W hen cut some of the ears were just forming, 
and others were in the milk. The yield of green fodder was 
nineteen tons per acre. It was set up in very large shocks 
after cutting, and left in the field, from which it was drawn 
when wanted and run through the fodder cutter. As there 
were almost no fall or winter rains, the fodder came to the 
barn in excellent condition.
Corn Ensilage. T his was made from the B. and W. fodder 
corn just described. It was cut, as a rule without wilting, 
into three-fourth inch lengths. After a layer of two or three 
feet had been put in the silo, the mass was allowed to heat 
until the temperature had risen to 120 degrees or so, when 
another layer was added. This plan was not followed 
strictly; for in some cases it was more convenient to» put in 
four or five feet in depth without stopping to allow a rise in 
temperature to take place.
W hen full, one silo was covered with tarred paper; on this 
was placed a double layer of inch boards, breaking joints; 
and above this some partly dried grass. Another silo had 
simply the tarred paper with the partly cured grass above;
3
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another had no paper, sim ply grass, and later straw to a 
depth of several feet.
There seemed to be no difference in the keeping of the en­
silage in the different silos, which accords w ith the experience 
o f others to this extent, that it makes no difference whether 
the silo is covered with wood and paper or not; many claim 
that all covering is useless, and the majority that weighting 
is unnecessary.
There was considerable waste on the top and sides of each 
silo on account of mold, an amount equal to one-third or 
more of the whole. T h is ensilage proved to be rather sour, 
but it was eaten well if  not fed in too large quantities.
Sorghtim Ensilage. T his was made from orange and am­
ber cane mixed. T he sorghum was ripe and in good condi­
tion for ensilage. The yield was about nine tons per acre. 
This ensilage, like that from the B. and W. corn, was rather 
sour when fed. In small quantities the steers to which it was 
fed relished it.
Timothy Hay. T his was of medium quality.
Bran. T his was purchased from a mill at Boone, Iowa, 
and was of good quality.
Mangels. These were grown on the Station grounds, 
and were from medium to small in size, indicating good feed­
ing quality.
T he percentage of dry matter in the several articles fed 
was found to be as follows, each figure being the mean of 
duplicate determinations.
D R Y  M ATTER O F  FO D D E RS .*
Timothy Hay............................................................. 87.5 per cent.
Corn Fodder............................................................... 66.6
Corn Ensi'age............................................................. 22.7
Sorghum Ensilage...................................................... 25.7
Corn and Cob Meal.................................................... 81.0
Wheat Bran............................................................... 87.8
Mangels.......................................................................11.5
REM ARK S.
In perusing these records the reader is asked to bear in 
mind that the object of the experiments was not to see how 
rapidly or even how cheaply we could fatten certain twelve 
steers, but a very different one, namely, to add something, if 
possible, to our present too meagre knowledge of the relative 
feeding values of our most common fodders, for fattening
* Dry matter of shelled corn was not determined; in the subsequent calculations it 
was assumed to be 81 per cent, the same as in the corn and cob meal.
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purposes, and o f the effects of a certain very common treat­
ment of stock. T o accomplish these ends a very different 
course of feeding was pursued, necessarily, than would have 
been followed in merely attempting to fatten steers for profit. 
Therefore the fact that this experimental feeding, as a whole, 
did not yield pecimiary profit should have no adverse signifi­
cance whatever.
T his is the proper place also to explain that the figures for
1 ‘Cost of Food per pound of Gain’ ’ as recorded below are in 
all cases somewhat above the truth, from the fact that w hile 
the cost of the food consumed is reckoned for the whole of a 
certain time, the gain in weight, although assumed to be 
for the same length of time, is in reality for just 
six days less; because the live weights subtracted one from 
the other to give the gain are averages respectively of the 
first six  and last six days..
T H E EX PE R IM E N T S .
P e r i o d  I.
Period I began on December 26th and ended on January 
24th. For a few days prior to the earlier date the steers were 
fed on the same food as during the period, but weights were 
not recorded.
The weights of food consumed and the gains in live weight 
are computed for the last twenty-four days of the period only, 
that is, from January 1st to January 24th, inclusive.
The food of all during this period consisted of corn and 
cob meal and corn fodder. O f the latter they were fed all 
they would e a t ; of the former, commencing with small feeds 
they were given increasing amounts until some refused to eat 
m ore; then all were fed the largest amount that the smallest 
eaters would consume, viz: 14 pounds daily.
RE SU LT S  FOR P E R IO D  I.
(Last twenty-four days).
These are found in Tables I and II.
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T A B L E  I.
Show ing amounts of Food consumed during the last 24 days of 
Period I, cost o f same, and cost for each pound gain in live 
weight.
were from January ist 
Corn and Cob Meal and
4 8__ 6
lbs. Cost. lbs. Cost. lbs. Cost.
* cts. * cts. * cts.
79.0 79.0 79.0
68.5 66.5 58.7
313.0 221.0 183.0
8i.O 84.0 84.0
77.2 79.5 56.0
253.0 212.0 197.0
84.0 84.0 84.0
71.5 76.2 60.7
218.0 267.0 212.0
84.0 84.0 84.0
88.0 73.5 56.2
253.0 279.0 216.0
lbs. * cts. lbs. *cts. lbs. * cts.
331.-114 331.-114 331.= 114
305.= 38 296.= 37 223.= 38
937. 979. 807.
*1.53 *1 .51 *1 .43
73.0 lbs. 63.5 lbs. 60.5 lbs.
Cents. Cents. Cents.
2 .0 8 3 .3 8 3 .3 5
S t e e r s  b y  N u m b e r .
F o o d  C o n s u m e d :
6 days, ( Corn & Cob Meal
Jan. l--< Corn Fodder__
6, inc. (W a te r ...............
6 days, f Corn & Cob Meal 
Jan. 7—{ Corn Fodder—  
12, inc. ( W ate r...............
6 days, ( Corn & Cob Meal 
Jan. 13- < Corn Fodder—  
18, inc. ( W ater................
6 days, | Corn & Cob Meal
Jan. 19-< Corn Fodder___
24, inc. / W ater...............
T o t a l s . .
f Corn & Cob Meal
E n  V  i Corn Fodder... 
Jan . 1 - 1  W ate r...............
Total cost of food con- 1  
sumed......................... f
Total gain lire weight i 
(from Table I I ) ........ f
pound of gain ........... f
lbs. $ cts. 
331.= 114  
327.= 41 
1067.
*1 .55
.80.7 lbs
Cents.
3 .5 5
lbs. $ cts. 
331.= 114  
313.= 3 7 
793.
*1 .41
48.0 lbs.
Cents.
3 .9 4
13
lbs. Cost. 
* cts.
79.0 
7U.0
202.0
84.0 
90.7
245.0
84.0 
87.2
263.0
84.0
96.0
253.0
lbs. * cts. 
331.= 11 4  
350.= 44
*1 .58
77.2 lbs.
Cents.
3 .0 5
Corn and Cob Meal is valued at 24 cents per pushel of 70 lbs. 
Corn Fodder is valued at *2.50 per ton.
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T A B L E  I.
Show ing amounts of Food consumed during the last 24 days of 
Period I, cost of same, and cost for each pound gain in live 
weight.
[The 24 days were from January 1st to 24th, inclusive.]
A ll fed Corn and Cob Meal and Corn Fodder.
1 11 2 3 5 7
lbs. Cost. 
$ cts.
79.0
42.8
167.0
lbs. Cost. 
$ cts.
79.0
71.0 
220.0
lbs. Cost. 
$ cts.
79 0 
58.5 
217.0
lbs. Cost. 
$ cts.
79.0
65.2
203.0
lbs. Cost. 
$ cts.
79.0
73.2
239.0
lbs. Cost. 
$ cts.
79.0
54.7
262.5
Food Consum ed :
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Corn Fodder. 
Water.
84.0
31.3
159.0
84.0
93.0 
238.0
84.0
68.5
240.0
84.0
63.5
266.0
84.0
88.7
283.0
84.0
53.5
241.0
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Corn Fodder. 
Water.
84.0
23.0 
157.0
84.0
92.5
275.0
84.0
53.5
231.0
84.0 
55.7 
227 0
84.0
88.5
294.0
84.0
53.7
273.0
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Corn Fodder. 
Water.
84.0
30.0 
213.0
84.0
90.0 
316 0
84.0
66.0 
264.0
84.0
64.0 
224.0
84.0
8S.5
320.0
84.0
57.0 
233.0
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Corn Fodder.
W ater,
T o t a l s .
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Corn Fodder. 
Water.
lbs. $ cts. 
331.= 114  
127.= 16  
695.
lbs. $ cts. 
331.= 11 4  
347.= 43  
949.
lbs, Sets. 
331.= 114  
246.= 31 
952.
lbs. Jets. 
331.= 114  
248.= 31 
920.
lbs. $cts. 
331.= 114  
339.= 43  
1136.
lbs. $ cts. 
331 = 114  
219.= 3 7 
1010.
*1 SO $1 5 7 $1 45 $1 45 $1 56 $1 41
( Total cost of food con- 
1 sumed.
34.0 lbs. 83.2 lbs. 49.5 lbs. 77.5 lbs. 62.9 lbs. 70.3 lbs. Total gain live weight.
Cents.
3 .8 2
Cents.
1 .8 9
Cents.
2 .9 3
Cents.
1 .8 7
Cents.
2 .4 8
Cents.
2 .0 1 t Cost of Food per pound 1 of gain.
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TABLE II.
Showing average W eights and Gains for each 6 days, also Total Gains for Period I, Dec. 26 to Jan. 24.
Weielits recorded for 30 days.
Total (Jains reckoned 011 24 days.
S t k k i i s  b y  
Numker.
Av. w’t 
first 0 days 
Dec. 26-31.
Gain.
*Av. w’t, 
uext6days 
Jan. 1-6.
Gain.
Av. w’t 
next 6days 
J ail. 7-12.
Gain.
Av. w’t 
nextfidays 
Jau. 13-18.
Gain.
Av. w’t 
last 8 days, 
Jan. 19-24.
Total Gain from 
Jan. 1-fl (column 
marked *) to Jan. 
19-24, covering: in 
all 24 days.
Cost of 
food per 
Pound of 
Gain. (1)
Mean in door J 
temperatures f 42<> 46° 41° 40° 42°
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. Cents. u
4 907.5 - 0 .3 901.2 18 .1 919.3 1 8 .5 1)37.8 3 6 .4 974.2 7 3 .0 2.08
•aV,
8 873.5 - 7 .8 865.7 10.6 885.3 1 9 .1 004.7 34 .5 929.2 6 3 .5 238
6 M4.2 -  .4 903.8 14 . 0 918.7 13 .5 1)42.2 33 .1 964.3 6 0 .5 2.35
«-*
o
9 932.7 5 .3 938.0 1 8 .3 956.3 8 .0 1166.2 3 3 .5 998.7 6 0 .7 5.5o •oa
10 780.7 3 .8 784.5 1 3 .5 798.0 8 .3 800.3 3 0 .3 832.5 4 8 .0 2.94
0J
13 936.0 - 2 .0 934.0 2 5 .8 959.8 1 7 .5 1177.3 3 3 .0 1011.2 7 7 .3 2.05
©
1 815.5 -  .5 815.0 0 .5 821.5 11 .3 832.7 16 .3 849.0 3 4 .0 3.82 Q
11 981.5 10 .3 997.8 1 1 .0 1019.7 38 .1 1047.8 3 3 .3 1081.0 8 3 .3 1.89
*
2 859.7 .3 860.0 1 3 .1 873.4 7 .3 880.7 3 8 .8 1)09.5 4 0 .5 2.93 I
3 906.7 1 .0 907.5 1 4 .6 922.1 3 8 .0 950.1 3 4 .0 985.0 7 7 .5 1.87
as
5 941.2 3 .1 914.3 3 1 .5 965.8 3 3 .5 988.3 1 8 .0 1007.2 6 3 .0 2.48 -o
7 899.2 - 1 0 .3 888.9 10 .3 908.2 3 3 .0 1131.2 3 8 .0 959.2 70 .3 2.01 £
Mean out door J 
temperatures T 20° ; 26° 21° 23° 17° Average, 6 3 .4 2.45
(1) Taken from Table I. Temperatures are in degrees Fahr.
2
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Table I gives the amounts o f food and water consumed 
during the last twenty-four days, for periods of six days and 
in totals; also the cost of each kind of food consumed and 
the total food-cost; also taken from Table II, the total gains 
in w e ig h t; and finally the cost of food for each pound of 
gain.
Great regularity in food consumption will be observed for 
each anim al; and the amounts consumed show fair feeding 
capacities in all except No. i, which, while consuming the 
same quantity of meal as the others, ate less than h alf the 
average amount of fodder. Nos. 6. xo and 7 also ate less 
than the average amount of fodder, but as No. 7 made a gain 
o f 70 lbs. in weight, the quantities eaten by these three can 
not be regarded as insufficient.
The amount of dry matter eaten per day by each steer may 
be seen in Table X I, page 235, in comparison'with similar 
data for periods II and III.
Table II, exhibiting the live weights in averages for each 
six days, and the gains by six days and in totals, shows ex­
cellent gains for all except No. 1— 34 lbs.— and Nos. 10 and 
12— 48 lbs. and 49^  lbs., respectively.
T he well known fact that the largest eaters are not always 
the best gainers is well illustrated here.
Thus, No. 10, being the lightest animal of all, was a rather 
small eater, but ate only six pounds less fodder than No. 7 
which made a gain of 70^ lbs. And No. 2, gaining but 49 
lbs. ate more than either Nos. 6 or 7, with their gains of 6o }4 
and 70 Vi lbs. respectively, and lacked but two pounds of eating 
as much as No. 3 with his gain of 7 7 1/2 lbs.
C O ST  O F  FO O D  PER P O U N D  O F  G A IN .
T he best standard by which to compare the animals among 
themselves is that of Cost of Food per pound of Gain, since 
it takes into account both the food consumed and the gain 
made. The lowest line of figures in Table I shows the result 
of applying this standard.
No. 3, a moderate eater, and No. 11, a very large eater, 
stand ahead, having made their gains at a food-cost respect­
ively of 1.87 and 1.89 cents per pound. A t the foot stands 
No. 1, the smallest eater and poorest gainer, with a food-cost 
of 3.82 cents per pound of gain.
Somewhat better, but still below the average are Nos. 10 
and 2, moderate eaters and moderate gainers, with a cost per
9
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pound respectively of 2.94 and 2.93 cents; while in sharp 
contrast with these stands No. 7, an equally moderate eater 
but a much better gainer, with a cost per pound of but 2.01 
cents.
R elying wholly on the Cost of Food per pound of Gain as 
the guide in selection, the 12 steers were now grouped in 
pairs, the poorest with the best, (*) in order to bring the cost 
per pound of gain, for the several pairs, as nearly to the same 
figure as possible.
Thus grouped the pairs were :
Nos. 4 and 8 ; 6 and 9 ; 10 and 12 ; 1 and 11; 2 and 3; 5 and 7,
and their respective costs per pound of gain were: in cents, 
2.22,' 2.45, 2.39, 2.45, 2.28, 2.23.
W ith these six pairs of steers the following points were 
submitted to trial during this period, viz. :
1. Comparison of corn fodder, corn ensilage, sorghum en­
silage and timothy hay, one with another, as the sole coarse 
fodder of a fattening ration, with corn and cob meal as the 
only grain.
2. Comparison of corn and cob meal with shelled corn.
3. Comparison of indoor with outdoor fattening.
A ll the steers were kept indoors except Nos. 5 and 7 ; they 
were in the yard, w ith access to an open shed.
The following schedule shows the daily rations fed.
(The grain fed was all consumed; any excess of coarse fodder fed was 
weighed back).
Steers. Daily rations during Period II.
4 and 8, Corn and cob meal, 14 lbs; corn fodder, 16 lbs.,
6 and 9, Shelled corn, 12^2 lbs; corn fodder, 16 lbs.
10 and 12, Corn and cob meal, 14 lbs; corn ensilage, 12 to 
25 lbs.
1 and 11, Corn and cob meal, 14 lbs; sorghum ensilage, 16
to 25 lbs.
2 and 3, Corn and cob meal 14 lbs ; timothy hay 8 to 10 lbs.
P.ERIOD II.
Corn fodder i 9 lbs.
(*) Slight errors in the hasty calculations at that time necessarily led to the triv­
ial departures from this mode of pairing- which the present correct figures show.
10
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The period lasted thirty-seven days, beginning January 
26th and ending March 3d; the food consumed and gains 
made are computed only for'the last thirty-one days.
R E S U L T S  FOR  P E R IO D  II.
(Last thirty-one days).
The results are shown in Tables III and IV  which explain 
themselves.
11
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T A B L E  III.
Showing amounts of Food consumed during last 31 days of 
Period II, cost of same, and cost for each pound gain in live 
weight.
[The 31 days were from February 1 to March 3, inclusive.]
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Corn Fodder.
Shelled Corn. 
Corn Fodder.
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Corn Ensilage.
S te e rs  by N u m be r ........ 4 | 8 6 9
! lbs Sets.! lbs. Sets. lbs. Sets. lbs. $cts. lbs.
Shelled Corn........................................  ;.................. 388 388 .......
. Coat = 145 ('ost= 145
10 12 
$ cts. lbs. $ cts.
Corn and Cob Meal ........ 434 434
Cost =148; Coat= 148
Corn Fodder..................... j 393 j 3*5
Coat= 49 Cost— 48 
H a y ..................................................... ;...................
Corn Ensilage................  ;................  j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sorghum Ensilage.
W ate r......................
416 471
Cost= 52 ('ost=
368 434
Cost=l2H Cost= 148
5 9
816
1310
Total cost of food con-1 
sum ed........................ i
Total Gain live weight > ; 
(from Tab e IV )........ t
Cost of food for each t 
pound of gain ...........\ i
. Cost= 2 1 Coat= 51
1355 11J4 1381 912
$1.97 $1.96 $1.97
37.4 lbs. 40.3 lbs. 42.3 lbs.
Cents. Cents. Cents.
5.2 7 i 4.86 4.66
$3.04
60.7 11 s.
Cents
3.36
$1.47-
loss 
—3-5 lbs. 
Off feed 
nearly en 
tire period \
$1.99
23.2 lbs.
Cents.
8.58
Corn and Cob Meal is valued at 24 cents per bushel of 70 lbs. 
Shelled Corn is Valued at 21 cents per bushel of 66 lbs. 
Timothy Hay is valued at $5.00 per ton.
Corn Fodder ;s valued at $2.50 per ton.
Ensilage, both kinds, is valued at $1.25 per ton.
12
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t a b l e : h i .
Show ing amounts of Food consumed during last 31 days of 
Period II, cost of same, and cost for each pound gain in live 
weight.
[The 31 days were from February 1 to March 3, inclusive.]
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Sorghum Ensilage.
Corn and Cob Meal. Shelled Corn. 
Timothy Hay. Corn Fodder.
1 11 2 3 *o *7
lbs. $ cts. lbs. * cts. lbs. $ cts. lbs. $ cts. lbs. 1 cts. lbs. $ cts.
..................  538 522 Shelled Corn.
..................  Cost— 2 01 Cost-19 6
198
Cost- 68
431
Cost= 148
406
Cost-138
408 ..................  .................. Corn and Cob Meal.
Cost-140 ................... .....................
..................  304 293 iCorn Fodder.
..................  Cost— 38 Cost- 36;
208
Cost— 52
199 ..................!...................Hay.
Cost— 4 9 ................... j.....................
.................. .................. ! ...................Corn Ensilage.
608
Cost— 32
423
630
Cost- 39 
1166
.................. i...................  .................. Sorghum Ensilage.
1111 1025 weighed. weighed. [Water.
$ 1 .0 0
loss. 
—18.3 lbs. 
Off f  eed 
nearly en­
tire period.
*1.87
47.9 lbs.
Cents.
3.91
*1.90
23.5 lbs.
Cents.
8.08
$1.89' $2.39 *2.32i J Ju ^ g (f.OSt0tl00de0n"
onciKo , .I,. t- a * Total gain live weight 30.6 lbs.: 45.1 lbs.( 4.,2 lbs. Mfrom Table Iv
Cents. S f 'o ’i  (? Dao  ) Cost o f food per pound 
5 ..iO  4 .» ^ j  (0f  gain.
*No8. 5 and 7 were kept in the yard during- this period, having a shed to run under for 
protection.
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T A B L E  IV.
Showing average W eights and Gains for each 6 (or 7) days for 
Period II, January 26 to March 3.
Weights recorded for 37 days.
Total Gains reckoned on 31 days.
Av. w’t 
last 6 
days of 
First 
Period 
Jan. 
19-24.
Se c o n d  P e r io d  b e g in s  J a n u a r y  26.
.
S t e e r s  b y  
N u m b e r . Gain.
Av. w’t 
first. 6 
days 
Jan. 
26-31.
Gain.
*Av. w’t 
next 6 
days 
Feb. 1-6.
'■ A v . w’t 
OBin next 6 
u am - days 
Feb. 7-12.
Gain.
4
8
lbs.
974.2
929.2
lbs. 
1 2 .0  
2 3 .8
lbs.
98R.2
953.0
lbs,
8 .6
19 .7
Ibs.
994.8
972.7
lbs. 
8 2 .1  
3 3 .0
lbs.
1016.9
995.7
lbs.
—4 .7  
8 .0
6
9
964.3
998.7
16 .2
1 8 .0
980.5
1011.7
15 .7
6 .3
996.2
1018.0
2 1 .8
1 8 .0
1018.0
1036.0
8 .5
1 7 .2
10
12
832.5
1011.2
2 4 .2
1 5 .6
856.7
1026.8
2 .3  
S 3 .7
859.0
1050.5
4 .3
4 .3
863.3
1054.7
- 1 1 .3
8 .3
■
1
11
849,0
1081.0
- 7 .0
1 4 .3
842.0
1095.3
4 .8
7 .5
846.8
1102.8
- 3 0 .8
- 2 .3
826.0
1100.5
1 7 .7
1 7 .0
2
3
Mean in door) 
temperatures f 
5 
7
909.5
985.0
[37°]
1007.2
959.2
1 4 .2
1 5 .0
923.7
1000.0
[39°]
1047.8
988.0
2 .5
4 .2
926,2
1004.2
[440]
1048.7
977.0
1 4 .3
3 1 .8
940.5
1026.0
[420]
1061.3
1000.0
8 .8
2 1 .7
4 0 .6
2 8 .8
.9
—1 1 .0
1 3 .6
2 3 .0
1 3 .9
1 3 .5
Mean out door i 
temperatures f 17° 15° 20° 22°
Temperatures are in degrees Fahr.
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T A B L E  IV.
Show ing average W eights and Gains for each 6 (or 7) days for 
Period II, January 26 to March 3.
Weights recorded for 37 days.
Total Gains reckoned on 3t days.
Sec o n d  P e r io d  b e g in s  J a n u a r y  86. Total Gains 
from Feb. 1 to 6 Cost of
A v . w’t  
next 6 
days 
Feb. 
13-18.
Gain.
Av. w 't 
next? 
days 
Feb. 
19-26.
Gain.
Av. w’t 
last 6 
days 
Feb. 26- 
Mar. 3.
(columnmarked 
*) to Feb. 26-Mar. 
3, covering in 
all 31 days.
food per 
Poundof 
Gain.(l)
Kind of Food.
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. Cents.
1012.2 1 5 .9 1028.1 4 .1 1032.2 3 7 .4 5.27 \ Corn & Cob Meal
1004.7 1 0 .6 1016.3 —3 .3 1013.0 4 0 .3 4.86 1 and Corn Fodder.
1026.5 7 .4 1033.9 4 .6 1038.5 4 3 .3 4.66 J Shelled Corn and
1063,2 3 3 .5 1C76.7 3 .0 1078.7 6 0 .7 3.36 1 Corn Fodder.
862.0 —3 5 .4 826.6 .9 827 6 —3 1 .5  Off feed 8.58 j C . & C .  Meal and
1068.0 1 1 .9 1069.9 3 .8 1073.7 3 3 .3 1 Corn Ensilage.
843,7 ] 5 .0 868.7 - 3 0 .8 828.6 - 1 8 .3  Off feed 3.91 \ C. & C. Meal and
1117.5 3 7 .9 1146.4 5 .3 1160.7 4 7 .9 1 Sorg'm Ensilage.
949.3 13 .1 961.4 —11 .7 949.7 8 3 .5 8.08 j C . & C. Meal and
1047.7 n o n e 1047.7 —1 3 .» 1034.8 3 0 .6 6.18 1 Timothy Hay.
[390]
1075.2
..............
1 3 .8
[330]
1088.0 5 .8
[490]
1093.8 4 5 .1  1In  the 5.30 \ Shelled Corn and
1013.5 1 7 .3 1030.7 - 6 .5 If 24,2 4 7 .3  1 r« rd 4.92 1 Corn Fodder,
22° 60 . 33°
(1) Taken from Table I I I .
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Nos. i and 10 did not like the ensilage, at least as so large 
an item in their diet, were “ off feed”  during nearly the 
whole period, and lost weight instead of making it. They 
were hardly sick in the proper sense of the word; should we 
call them so we should have to attribute it to their food, for 
as soon as this was changed (Period III), their appetites re­
turned and thereafter they made rapid gains.
The amounts of food consumed by the different animals of 
course varies greatly, because of the wide differences in water 
content of the various foods. Calculation to a dry basis re­
veals the fact (See Table X I, page 235) that all held their own 
as regards eating during this period as compared with the 
preceding, except those whose coarse fodder was either en­
silage or timothy hay. O f the former, Nos. 1 and 10 each 
ate five pounds less of dry matter per day in Period II than 
in Period I, and Nos. 11 and 12 each ate three and one-half 
to four pounds less ; while the timothy hay steers, Nos. 2 and
3, each ate about one and one-half pounds less as the daily 
average.
The Total Cost of food consumed was as a rule very uni­
form. Om itting the outdoor animals (5 and 7), which had 
corn ad libitum, and the two which were "off feed”  (1 and 10), 
the cost of food for the thirty-one days varied per head only 
from $1.87 to $2.04, and in only two cases was it more than 
four cents either way from $2.00.
But the differences in gain were great— so great that the 
cost of food per pound of gain varied from 3.36 cents to 8.08 
cents.
That the total gain in Period II should be smaller than in 
Period I was to be expected, as gain is alwTays more rapid in 
the earlier stages of fattening ; but so great a falling off as the 
tables show was hardly looked for.
CO ST  O F  F O O D  PER P O U N D  O F  CA IN .
Using Cost of Food per Pound of Gain as the basis of com­
parison, and taking no account of individual peculiarities as 
learned in Period I, by comparing pairs it is plain that Nos. 
6 and 9, the indoor shelled corn animals, made their gain the 
cheapest of all ; that Nos. 5 and 7, the outdoor shelled corn 
animals, and Nos. 4 and 8, the corn fodder and corn and cob 
meal animals, stand side by side with a cost per pound consid­
erably greater; that Nos. 2 and 3, the timothy hay animals, 
stand next with a much higher cost; and that the ensilage 
quartette bring up the rear at still higher figures, perhaps 
because in each pair there was one steer off feed.
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But since animals have different natural capacities for 
m aking gain, we believe a fairer and better way to compare 
the results of Period II is to take into account these individ­
ual capacities as learned in Period I, and in a systematic way 
to eliminate them, or .correct for them. This is done in 
Table V.
T A B L E  V.
Cost o f Food per pound o f Gain in Periods I and II, compared. 
(a) BY IND IV IDUAL ANIMALS.
St e e r s  P e r io d  1 P e r io d  I I
BY
N u m b e r
Cost per Cost per 
lb. of Gain: lb. of Gain
CTS. j CTS.
R a t io K in d s  o p  F o od  d u r in g  
P e r io d  I I
4
8
6
9
10
12
1
11
2
3
5
2.08 
2.38 
2.35 
2.55 
2.94 
2.05 
3.82 
1.89 
2.93 
1.87 
2.48 
2.01
5.27 
4.86 
4.66 
3.36 
No gain 
8.58 
No gain
3.91 
8.08 
6.18 
5.30
4.92
: 2.53 ) i 
: 2.04 f| 
: 1.98 ) ! 
: 1.32 f|
: 4.18
: 2.07 
: 2.76 )
: 3.30 f 
: 2.14 )
2.45 f
Meal and Fodder.
Shelled Corn and Fodder..
Meal and Corn Ensilage___
| Meal and Sorghum Ensilage
Meal and Timothy Hay___
Shelled Corn and Fodder— 
in the yard
(b) BY PAIRS.
St e ers
N o s .
P e r io d  I P e r io d  I I  Rat1°
I
4 and 8 2.23 | 5.06 1 2.28 Meal and Fodder__________
6 and 9 2.45 3.89 .1 1.59 Shelled Corn and Fodder..
10 and 12 2.39 No gain :1 --- Meal and Corn Ensilage___
i* 1 and llJ 2.45 9.70 jl 4.00 Meal & Sorghuin Ensilage..
2 and 3; 2.28 7.01 :1 : 3.07 Meal and Timothy Hay___
! 5 and 7 2.23 5.10 1 2.29 Shell Corn & Fod—in Y ’d ..
j No. 11-Meal & Sorg. En .. .
11 and 12 1.96 5.43 I 2.77 j No. 12-Meal & Corn En.. _
(*) This pair (1 and 11), like 10 and 12, make a poor showing for ensilage; but, in 
fairness to that food, attention must be called to the fact that steer 11 did very well 
on it, as shown in first part of the table. He was the only one of the four ensilage 
fed animals to do even fairly well.
By dividing the Cost of Food per pound of Gain for each 
animal in Period II by the corresponding figure for the same 
animal in Period I, we get the figures in the column headed 
‘ ‘Ratio. ’ ’ Each of these means, therefore, that the cost per
17
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pound o f gain was just so many times as much in Period II 
as in Period I. T he smaller the figure in this column the 
nearer the cost of gain in the second period corresponds to 
that in the first period ; and the inference is that the grain and 
fodder producing a low figure is a better feed than that pro­
ducing a high one.
T his is based upon the assumption that had all the steers 
been continued on corn fodder and corn and cob meal during 
the second period, as were Nos. 4 and 8, the “ Ratio”  for 
each would not have differed greatly from those for 4 and 8, 
viz.— 2.04 and 2.53, m ean= 2.28. Therefore, with a different 
coarse fodder in the second period, a lower “ Ratio”  than this 
indicates a fodder better than corn fodder, and a higher 
‘ ‘Ratio’ ’ indicates one poorer than corn fodder, for the pur­
pose of fattening steers; and similarly for different grain 
feeds, or for different treatment of any sort. I f  this reason­
ing is correct, Table V  shows that steers 6 and 9 both found 
shelled corn a better (cheaper) food than corn and cob m eal; 
that steers 10 and 12 both found corn ensilage a decidedly 
poorer food than corn fodder ; that steer No. 1 found sorghum 
ensilage a much poorer and No. 11 found it a slightly better 
food than corn fodder ; that Nos. 2 and 3 both found timothy 
hay poorer, as the entire coarse food of a ration, than corn 
fodder ; and that to Nos. 5 and 7 outdoor exposure proved 
less desirable, economically, than indoor quarters did to 6 and 
9, on the same food in kind but with considerably less corn.
The Ratios by pairs show exactly the same, with the fol­
lowing additions. The pair 1 and 11, taken together, found 
sorghum ensilage a less economical food than corn fodder ; 
Nos. 11 and 12, the two ensilage animals which did not get 
“ off feed”  on that diet, (one a corn-ensilage the other a sor- 
ghum-ensilage animal), when paired together give a Ratio 
which indicates that with them also corn fodder would have 
been a better food.
These were the two best (largest) feeders in the entire lot 
and apparently the best fitted of any pair to make a good 
showing for ensilage. As stated elsewhere, however, our en­
silage was rather sour; what the result would have been with 
“ sweet”  ensilage we cannot say.
\
D R Y  M ATTER C O N S U M E D  PER P O U N D  O F  CA IN  MADE.
Objection may be made to th£ above comparisons and re­
sults that they apply only to localities where prices of the 
various fodders are the same as those used in our estimates.
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Therefore, we give in Table V I a comparison of the two 
periods, based upon dry matter consumed, instead of cost; 
otherwise similar in every respect to that in Table V.
T A B L E  VI.
Dry Matter consumed per Pound of Gain made in Periods I 
and II, compared.
(a) BY IND IV IDUAL ANIMALS.
PEERS
B Y
JMBER
P e r i o d  I
Dry Matter 
per lb. 
of Gain 
LB S.
P e r i o d  I I
Dry Matter 
per lb. 
of Gain 
LB S.
R a t i o
4 6.46 16.40 2.54 i
8 7.33 15.09 2.06 ]
6 6.88 13.98 2.03 )
9 8.01 10.35 1.29 f
10 8.54 No gain -------)
12 6.49 23.13 3.41 j
1 10.38 No gain ---1
11 6.00 10.72 1.79 f
2 8.73 21.70 2.48 J
3 5.59 16.49 3.95 |
5 7.85 14.16 1.80 )
7 5.89 13.09 2.22 f
K i x d s  o f  F o o d  d u r i n g  
P e r i o d  I I
Meal and Fodder__________
Shelled Corn and Fodder__
Ileal and Corn Ensilage___
Meal and Sorghum Ensilage
In the yard
(b) BY PAIRS.
S t e e r s
P e r i o d  I
LB S.
P e r i o d  I I
L B S.
R a t i o
4 and 8 6.86 15.72 2.29 Meal and Fodder__________
6 and 9 7.44 11.84 1 1.59 Shelled Corn and Fodder__
10 and 12 7.28 No gain ---- ;Meal and Com Ensilage___
1 and 11 7.27 27.18 1 3.74 Meal and Sorghum Ensilage
2 and 3 6.81 18.75 2.75 ■Meal and Timothy Hay___
5 and 7 6.82 13.61 2.00 Shelled Corn & Fod—in Y ’d
j No. 11—Meal & Sorg. En.
11 and 12 6.24 14.77 1 2.37 1 No. 12—Meal & Corn En.
Each figure in the column headed ‘ ‘Ratio’ ’ means that the 
amount of dry matter to make a pound of gain was just so 
many times as great in Period II as in Period I.
Inspection of the Table (VI) shows that some of the Ratios 
differ slightly from the corresponding ones of Table V , where 
cost was the basis of comparison. Thus, comparing either by 
individuals or by pairs, while the ratios for Nos. 4 and 8 and 
for 6 and 9 are practically identical in both tables, those for
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the ensilage pairs, the timothy hay pair, and the outdoor 
shelled corn pair are somewhat smaller in the dry matter 
table, from the fact that the dry matter of these fodders is 
more costly per pound than is the dry matter of corn fodder.
From the Ratio column we conclude, on the assumption 
already stated with reference to Table V, that to make a 
pound of gain,
ist. Less dry matter was required in the shelled corn 
ration than in the corn and cob meal ration.*
2d. Considerably more dry matter was required in shelled 
corn fed ad libitum out of doors, than in the same when fed 
less liberally, in doors.
3d. More dry matter was required in timothy hay than in 
corn fodder (each as the sole coarse food).
4th. Three out of four of the ensilage-fed animals required 
more dry matter in the form of ensilage than in corn fodder, 
w hile the two best feeders in the lot (11 and I2)required about 
the same.
PE R IO D  III.
The points studied in this period were:
ist. The effect of varying the three simple rations of corn 
and cob meal and corn fodder, corn and cob meal and ensilage, 
shelled corn and corn fodder, by the addition of a small 
amount of timothy hay to each.
2d. The effect of a quite varied ration, made up of wheat 
bran, corn and cob meal, corn fodder, timothy hay and either 
ensilage or mangels.
RE A R R A N G E M E N T  O F  PAIRS.
Nos. 1 and 10, the animals which had been “ off feed”  all 
through Period II were paired together for this period.
Nos. 5 and 7, the outdoor animals of the last period,-were 
brought into the stable and paired with Nos. 11 and 12. 
Otherwise the original pairs remained unchanged.
THE RATIONS.
Nos. 4 and 8, 6 and 9, 11 and 12 received the same feed 
in kind as in Period II with the addition of timothy hay—  
four pounds daily; the other coarse fodder being partly re­
placed by it.
♦One seventh more corn was ted shelled (to Nos. 6 and 9* than to the corn and cob 
meal steers, to cover cost of grinding and make the total food-cost the same; this 
accounts for a part of the difference here shown in dry matter required to make a 
pound of gain.
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The remaining six all had a complete change: Nos. 5 and 
7, shelled corn animals of Period II, were put upon corn and 
cob meal, ensilage and timothy hay. Pairs 1 and 10, and 2 
and 3, previously on ensilage and timothy hay respectively, 
(with corn and cob meal), were now put upon the quite varied 
rations shown below.
T he daily rations fed were as follows:
(All excess of coarse fodder was weighed back as usual.)
Steers.
4 and 8; corn and cob meal 14 lbs.; corn fodder 5 lbs.;
timothy hay 4 lbs.
6 and 9; shelled corn 12^  lbs.; corn fodder 6 to 8 lbs.;
timothy hay 4 lbs.
5 and 11; corn and cob meal 14 lbs.; sorghum ensilage 12
to 20 lb s .; timothy hay 4 lbs.
1 and 10; corn and cob meal 6 lb s .; wheat bran 5 lb s.; corn
fodder 3 lbs.; hay 2 lbs; ensilage (No. 1 sorghum,
No. 10 corn) 10 to 16 lbs.
2 and 3; corn and cob meal 6 lb s .; wheat bran 5 lb s.; corn
fodder 4 lb s .; hay 2 lbs; mangels 20 lbs.
IN C ID E N T S —LEN GTH O F  PER IOD .
A ll the animals were in good health throughout the period 
save No. 2, which at an early date developed a trouble pro­
nounced by Dr. Stalker, the State Veterinarian, to be rheu­
matic in character. It clung to him till spring. He was 
stiff in his movements, grew thin, and was evidently sick, 
yet ate fairly well. He is omitted in the discussion of results.
The period (III) began Febuary 26th and ended March 3d; 
computations of food-consmnption, gain, etc., are confined 
to the last thirty-two days of that time.
RE S U LT S  PER P E R IO D  III.
(Last thirty-two days).
These are given in Tables V II and VIII.
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T A B L E  V II.
Showing amounts o f Food consumed, during last 32 days of 
Period III, cost of same, and cost o f each pound gain in live 
weight.
[The 32 days were from March 11 to April 11, inclusive.]
St e eb s  b y  N u m b e r ___
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Corn Fodder. 
Timothy Hay.
Shelled Corn. 
Corn Fodder. 
Timothy Hay.
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Corn Easilage. 
Timothy Hay.
No. 4 No. 8 No. 6 No. 9 No. 7 1 No. 13
lbs. $ cts. lbs. Sets. lbs. $ cts. lbs. * cts. lbs. *cts.j lbs. Sets.
................... i i
400 ! 400
Cost= 15 0  Co»£= 15 0
1
448
Coat= 153 
124
Cost- 16 
123
Cost- 31
448 441 ! 448
Cost= 1 5 1 1 Cost= 1 5 4
91
Cost= 11 
118
Cost= 30
105
Cost= 13 
113
Cost= 28 
..................
215
Coat= 37 
128
C08t= 33
126 128 
Cost= 31 Cost= 32  
238 i 744
..................
............
1376 1391 1364 1524 i407 i277
Total cost of food con- f 
sum ed .......................f
Total Gain live weight # 
(from Table VIII)... f
Cost of food for each \ 
pound of gain..........f
*2 .0 0
49.1 lbs.
Cents.
4 .0 7
*1 .9 4
28.0 lbs.
Cents.
6 .9 3
$1.91
51.8 lbs.
Cents.
3 .4 9
*2 .09
64.5 lbs.
Cents.
3 .2 4
$1.97 $2 .33
i
36.2 lbs. 66.3 lbs.
Cents. Cents. 
5 .4 4  3 .5 1
Corn and Cob Meal is valued at 24 cents per bushel of 70 lbs. 
Shelled Corn is valued at 21 cents per bushel of 66 lbs. 
Wheat Bran is valued at $12.00 per ton.
Timothy Hay is valued at $5.00 per ton.
Corn Fodder is valued at $2.50 per ton.
Ensilage, both kinds, is valued at $1.25 per ton.
Mangels are valued at $2.00 per ton.
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T A B L E  V II.
Showing amounts of Food consumed, during last 32 days of 
Period III, cost of same, and cost of each pound gain in live 
weight.
[The 32 days were from March 11 to April 11, inclusive.]
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Sorghum Ensilage. 
Timothy Hay.
No. 5 No. 11
Wheat Bran. 
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Corn Fodder. 
Timothy Hay. 
Sorghum Corn 
Ensilage. Ensilage.
Wheat Bran. 
Corn and Cob Meal. 
Corn Fodder. 
Timothy Hay. 
Mangels.
No. 1
lbs, Sets.' lbs. $ cts,i lbs.
........................... ! l^ o
448
Cost—
448 192 
Cost= 
54
128 128
Cost** 3 2 Cost= 32 Cost=
234
Cost-
! 527 
15; Co8t=
! 318 
33  Cost= 20
No. 10 | No. 2 : No. 3
lbs. $cts.! lbs. $cts. 
160 160
Cost= 96  \Cost= 96
lbs. $ cts. 
160
Cost- 96
192 192 
C<>8t= 66  Cost= 66 
91 ; 119 
Co8t= 1 1  Cost= 15 
64 64 
Co8t= 16 ' Cost= 16 
457 t..................
192
Cost= 66  
113
Co8t= 13 
64
Cost= 16
Cost- 2 9 '.................. :...................
j
1
1489 1497
$2 .01 !
1272 1317
. 640 640
Co8t= 6 4 Cost= 
1188 1175
64
J .19
6.4 lbs.1 61.3 lbs.
Cents.!
5 .5 2
Cen’s.! 
3 .5 7
$2 .03
70.5 lbs.
Cents. | 
2.88
$2 .18 , $2 .57 .
loss.
68.0 lbs. —7.3 lbs.
p  f This steer 
uents. sicj{ during
3 .2 1 entire p'd.
$2 .55
61.0 lbs.
Cents.
4.18
Bran.
Shelled Corn.
Corn and Cob Meal.
Corn Fodder.
Hay.
Corn Ensilage.
Sorghum Ensilage. 
Mangels.
Water.
j Total cost of food con- 
1 sumed.
\ Total Gain live weight 
1 (from Table V III.)
i Cost of food per pound 
i of ga in .______________
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T A B L E  V III.
Showing average W eights and Gains for each 6 (or 7) days for 
Period III, March 5 to April 11.
Weights recorded for 38 days.
Total Gains reckoned on 32 days.
A v. w ’t 
last 6 
days of 
Second 
Period 
Feb. 26- 
M arch 3.
Th ir d  Pe r io d  b e g in s  M a r c h  5.
St e e r s  b y  
N u m b e r . Gain.
Av . w ’t 
first 6 
days 
March 
5-10.
Gain.
*Av. w ’t 
nex t 6 
days 
M arch 
11-16.
Gain.
A y . w ’t 
next 6 
days 
March 
17-22.
Gain .
4
8
lbs.
1032.2
1013.0
lbs.
3.3
13.2
lbs. 
1035.5 
102# .2
lbs.
1.7
6.5
lbs.
1037.2
1032.7
lbs.
8.8
7.6
lbs.
1046.0
1040.3
lbs.
15.1
6.8
6
9
1038.5
1078.7
- 2.0
5.0
1036.5
1083.7
10.2
—6.7
1046.7
1077.0
19.0
24.0
1065.7
1101.0
12.2
7.0
12
1024.2
1073.7
-8.9
14.6
1015.3
1088.3
-
12.7
24.9
1028.0
1113.2
None.
11.1
1028.0
1124.3
13.7
16.6
5
11
1093.8
1150.7
-8.6
3.1
1085.2
1153.8
29.1
-6.1
1114.3
1147.7
2.4
14.8
1116.7
1162.5
5.3
24.1
1
10
828.5
827.5
19.0
33.7
847.5
861.2
13.0
14.6
860.5
875.8
14.7
9.7
876.2
885.5
19.2
16.5
2
3
949.7
1034.8
23.1
14.5
972.8
1049.3
-3.3
—5.0
969.5 
1044 3
—24.2 
1 5.5
945.3
1059.8
12.1
21.3
Mean o u t door f 
tem peratures f 33° 32° 43° 440
Temperatures are in degrees Fahr.
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T A B L E  V III.
Show ing average W eights and Gains for each 6 (or 7) days for 
Period III, March 5 to April 11.
Weights recorded for 38 days. 
Total Gains reckoned on 32 days.
Second Pe r io d  begins March  5. 1 Total Gains 
from March 11
Av. w’t 
next 7 
days 
March 
23-29.
Gain.
Av. w’t  i 
nex t7 ; 
days 
March 30 
April 5.
Gain, t
Av. w’t 
last 6 
days 
April 
6-11.
(columnmarked food per 
!*) to April ll.iPoundof 
covering in all, Gain.(l)
! 32 days. j
i
Kinds of Food.
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. Cents, i C. & C. Meal, Corn
1061.1 2 1 .3 1082.4 3 .9 1086.3 4 9 .1 4.07 : Fodder and Tim-
.1047.1 6 .0 1053.1 7 .6 1060.7 2 8 .0 6.93 ! 1 othy Hay. 
S h e l le d  C o rn ,
1077.9 10 .7 1088.6 9 .9 1098.5 5 1 .8 3.49 Corn Fodder and
1108.0 2 5 .0 1133.0 | 8 .5 1141.5 6 4 .5 3.24 1 Timothy Hay.
C. & C. Meal, Corn
1041.7 3 2 .2 1073.9 —9 .7 1064 2 3 6 .2 5.44
1140.9 1 5 .5 1156.4 23 .1 1179.5 6 6 .3 3.51 ; Timothy Hay.
C. & C. Meal, Sor­
1122.0 1 1 .9 1133.9 1 6 .8 1150.7 3 6 .4 5.52 ; ghum Ensilage &
1186.6 1 5 .3 12C1.9 7.1 1209 0 6 1 .3 3.57 Timothy Hay.
894.4 2 9 .3 923.7 7 .3 931.0 70 .5 2.88 C. Meal, Corn Fod-
902.0 2 8 .3 930.3 1 3 .5 943.8 6 8 .0 3.21 der.Timothy Hay 
and Ensilage.
957.4 7 .9 965 3 —3. ! 962.2 —7 .3  [Sich\] 1.......... 1 C.Meal.Corn Fod-
1081.1
46°
1 7 .2 1098.3 
40° ■
7 .0 Ilf 5.3 
50°
6 1 .0 4.18 der.Timothy Hay 
. and MaDgels.
(1) Taken from Table V II.
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Computing the dry matter in the food eaten and comparing 
results with the corresponding data for Period II (See Table 
X I  page 235) it is seen that every animal ate less dry matter 
per day than in that period, except the four (Nos. 10, 12, 1 
and 11) which were then fed ensilage as the sole coarse fodder; 
and that these ate more by three to four pounds daily.
This increase was undoubtedly the effect of adding timothy 
hay to the ration. But the same addition in the rations of 
Nos. 4, 8, 6 and 9, which during both the previous periods 
had only corn fodder as their coarse food, produced no such 
effect.
That the fa llin g  off in these cases (of two to three and one- 
h alf pounds of dry matter consumed by each per day) was the 
effect of the timothy, does not necessarily follow, since the 
mean outdoor temperature was twenty-three degrees higher 
during Period III than during Period II, and therefore less 
food was required to supply animal heat. [The difference of 
temperature in the stable cannot be told, as the record was not 
kept for Period III.] This opinion is supported by the fact 
that steers 2 and 3, timothy hay animals of the preceding 
period, reduced slightly their daily consumption of dry 
matter even wider the very varied and appetizing ration 
which they received in Period III. No. 2 it is true was sick, 
but his feeding capacity did not seem impaired; and No. 3 
made excellent gains throughout the period.
In general the gains made during Period III were better 
than those of the previous period.
It w ill be seen that the Total Cost of the food consumed by 
the different animals was quite uniform except in the case of 
the two (Nos. 2 and 3) fed upon mangels, which, although 
valued low commercially speaking, add considerably more to 
the cost of the ration than does an equivalent amount (in dry 
matter) of ensilage, as seen by comparing the food record of 
Nos. 2 and 3 with that of Nos. 1 and 10. But the other fig­
ures give no evidence that ensilage did not serve as a “ relish”  
fully as well as mangels.
CO ST  O F  FO O D  PER P O U N D  O F  GAIN .
T o facilitate comparison of the Cost of Food per Pound of 
Gain for Periods II and III, Table IX  has been prepared, in 
which the data for two periods are placed side by side.
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TABLE IX.
Cost o f Food per Pound of Gain in Periods II and III, compared.
(a ) BY IN D IV IDU A L ANIMALS.
P e r i o d  II . j Steers by 
■ Number.
K i n d s  o f  F o o d .
Meal and Fodder..............
Shelled Corn and Fodder. 
Meal and Corn Ensilage..
Meal and Sorghum Ensilage.
P e r i o d  I I I .
Cost per Cost per 1
lb. of Gain lb. of Gain! K i n d s  o f  F o o d .
Cts. Cts.
( 5.27 4 4.08 Meal, Fodder & Tim­
( 4.86 8 6.93 othy H a y .. . ..........
j  4.66 6 3.69 Shelled Corn, Fodder
j 3.36 9 3.24 & Timothy H ay ...
8.58 12 3.51 •Meal, Com Ensilage 
& Timothy H ay ...
3.91 11 3.57 Meal, Sorghum Ensil- 
! age & Timothy Hay
Shelled Corn and Fodder. 
In  the yard.
| 1 5.30 
i \ 4.92
Meal and Sorghum Ensilage No Gain. 
Meal and Com Ensilage___ No Gain.
8.08
6.18
Meal and Timothy H ay ..,
5 5.52 Meal, Sorghum Ensil­
age & Timothy Hay
7 5.44 Meal, Corn Ensilage
& Timothy H ay ...
Bran, Meal, Fodder,
1 2.88 1 Timothy Hay and
j. E n s i la g e  (No. 1,
10 3.21 | Sorghum; No. 10,
1 Corn) .....................
2 Sick. 1 Bran, Meal, Fodder,
No Gain. [•; Timothy Hay and
3 4.18 } Mangels.................
(b) BY PAIRS.
P e r i o d  I I .
Meal and Fodder. ............
Shelled Corn and Fodder.
C tg .
5.06
3.89
Steers.
4 and 8 
6 and 9
Meal & Ensilage, both kinds' 5.43 ! 11 and 12
I I
P e r i o d  I I I .
Cts.
5.11
3.44
3.54
Meal, Fodder & Hay 
<Shelled Corn, Fodder
& Hay....................
Meal, Ensilage both 
I kinds & Hay.........
Shelled Corn and Fodder..!] 5.10 
In  the yard. j "
Meal & Ensilage, both kinds,No Gain.
Meal and Timothy Hay. 7.01
5 and 7j 
1 and lOj
I 3 and
3
5.48 |Meal, Ensilage both
kinds, & Hay____
3.04 ;Bran, Meal, Fodder,
I Hay and Ensilage,
( No Gain, both kinds________
I ( Sick. ! Bran, Meal, Fodder
4.18 | Hay & Mangels__
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Looking either at individuals or at pairs it is seen that 
when timothy hay was added to the simple ration previously- 
fed, there was as a rule a greater or less reduction in the cost 
of gain. The animals to which this applies are the six placed 
above the horizontal lines drawn through the table. The re­
duction amounts in one case to five cents per pound, in two 
cases to one cent, in two cases to less than half a cent; andi n 
one case there was a rise in the cost, of two cents per pound.
That the reduction of five cents per pound in the case of 
No. 12 (an ensilage fed animal of Period II) was mainly the 
effect of the timothy hay, is beyond question; what part if  any 
of the reduction in the other cases was due to this, and what 
part to the warmer weather which prevaled during Period III, 
it is impossible for us to decide— each reader may draw his 
own conclusion from the facts.
It is also seen from the table that Nos. 5 and 7 made their 
gain at a higher cost during this period, on corn and cob 
meal, ensilage and timothy hay, than during Period II on 
shelled corn and corn fodder out of doors.
Also that Nos. 1 and 10, both of which had lost weight 
during Period II 011 corn and cob meal and ensilage, made 
surprising gains on the varied bran ration of this period.
Part of this rapid gain was no doubt due to their having 
lost weight during the previous weeks; but part, in our opin­
ion, must be attributed to the superiority of their feed. We 
are the more firm in this opinion because during Period I 
when all were fed alike, these two steers instead of being su­
perior gainers were the two very poorest of the entire lot. 
T hey were, however, the lightest and probably among the 
youngest of the twelve, which may in part account for their 
more rapid gain under the more nitrogenous feeding which 
they received in the last period.
And finally, Table IX  shows that, steer 3, (whose mate, 
No. 2, was sick throughout the period and can not be con­
sidered) reduced his cost per pound of gain from six cents 
under the corn and cob meal and timothy hay ration of Period
II to four cents under the varied nitrogenous ration of Period 
III.
D R Y  MATTER C O N S U M E D  PER P O U N D  O F  GA IN
MADE.
T he comparison of Dry Matter consumed per Pound of 
Gain made, in Periods II and III (Table X), runs in the same 
lines as the comparison of cost, but the difference is some­
times greater.
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TABLE X.
Dry Matter consumed per Pound o f Gain made in Periods II and 
III, compared.
(a) BY IN D IV IDU A L ANINALS.
v ; 1
!- P e r i o d  II . Steers Period I I I .
by
' D n m b e r . -------------------------- '
Dry Matter1 Dry Matter
K i n d s  o f  F o o d . : per lb . per lb . ! K i n d s  o f  F o o d .
of Gain. of Gain.
MM. LBS.
Meal and Fodder__________ j  16.40
4 11.26 Meal, Fodder & Tim­
j 15.09 8 18.81 othy Hay_________
Shelled Corn and Fodder.. i 13.98 
( 10.35
6
9
9.52
8.98
Shelled Corn, Fodaer 
& Timothy Hay_._
Meal and Com Ensilage___ 23.13 12 9.71 Meal, Corn Ensilage 
& Timothy H ay ...
Meal and Sorghum Ensilage 10.72 11 9.96 Meal. Sorgh. Ensilage 
& Timothy H ay ...
j 14.1(5 
■i
5 14.70 Meal, Sorgh. Ensilage
Shelled Corn and Fodder. _ & Timothy H ay ...
In  the yard. ( 13.09 7 14.40 Meal, Corn Ensilage
1 and Timothy..........
j Bran. Meal, Fodder,
Meal and Sorghum Ensilage No Gain. 
Meal and Corn Ensilage___ No Gain.
i 21.70 
Meal and Timothy Hay -!
( 16.49
1
10
3
6.58
7.59
No Gain. 
Sick. 
8.21
i Timothy Hay and 
E n s i l a g e  (No. 1, 
Sorghum; No. 2,
Corn)........ ............
Bran, Meal, Fodder, 
Timothy Hay and 
Mangels.................
( * )
BY PAIRS.
P e r i o d  II. Steers. P e i : i o d  I I I .
Meal and Fodder.............
Shelled Corn and Fodder..
Meal & Ensilage, both kinds
I.1SS.
15.72
I I .  S4
14.77
4 and 8 
6 and 9
11 and 12
LliS.
14.00
9.22
9.83
Meal. Fodder & Hay. 
Shelled Corn, Fodder
& Hay______ _____
Meal, Ensilage both 
kinds and Hay___
Shelled Corn and Fodder.. .  j  13.61 
In  the yard. I 
Meal & Ensilage, both kinds No Gain.
Meal and Timothy Hay___ t 18.75
5 and 7 
1 and 10
I 2-! and
: ( 3
14.55
7.08
No Gain. : 
Sick. 
8.21 !
Meal, Ensilage both
kinds and Hay___
Bran, Meal. Fodder, 
Hay and Ensilage,
both kinds.............
Bran, Meal, Fodder’ 
Hay and Mangels..
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For instance steer No. 12, which on the ration of corn and 
cob meal ar.d ensilage required 23.13 pounds of dry matter 
to make a pound of gain, reduced that figure to 9.71 pounds 
when time ly hay was substituted for part of the ensilage; 
and steer 3, which on corn and cob meal and timothy hay 
consumed 16.49 pounds of dry matter for every pound of gain 
made, required but 8.21 pounds of dry matter on which to 
make the same gain in Period III, when fed on the varied 
nitrogenious diet.
SU M M A R Y  O F  RESU LT S .
T he leading results of all the experiments may be summed 
up as follows:
1. W ith corn and cob meal as the only grain of the 
ration, corn fodder proved more profitable as the sole coarse 
fodder, than either timothy hay, corn ensilage, or sorghum 
ensilage, (both the last named being acid, not “ sweet” ).
2. Under the same conditions, timothy hay proved more 
profitable than did the ensilage with most animals. Tw o 
steers out of four did not like the ensilage and lost weight 
steadily while fed upon it; one steer out of the. four did as 
well on it as he would probably have done on the timothy 
hay.
It is but fair to the ensilage to state that the two steers 
( i  and 10) which did so poorly upon it when fed as the sole 
coarse fodder of the ration (in Period II) ate it with evident 
relish as a part of the more varied rations fed them in Period
m .
3. No difference could be detected, with anything like 
certainty, between corn ensilage and sorghum ensilage as re­
gards feeding value. The fact that two of the four ensilage- 
fed steers did not relish their food rendered any just compar­
ison impossible.
4. The addition of timothy hay to a ration consisting of 
corn and cob meal and corn ensilage materially reduced the 
cost of the gain made. W ith the same addition to rations 
of corn fodder and corn and cob meal or shelled corn, the 
reduction in the cost of gain was no more than could rea­
sonably be ascribed to the warmer weather of the period 
when the timothy was fed.
5. A  varied ration consisting of wheat bran, corn and cob 
meal, corn fodder, timothy hay and either ensilage or man­
gels produced gain much more cheaply than was done by 
corn and cob meal and timothy, or by corn and cob meal and
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T A B L E  X I.
Dry Matter consumed per day per head in Periods I,'II and III, compared.
(a) BY IND IV IDUAL ANIMALS.
S t e e r s . 4 8 6 9 10 12 l 11 2 3 5 7
Period 1........... . 19.6
19.8
19.4 
19.6
16.5
17.3 
19.0
15.4
20.3
20.3 
18.1
17.1 30.9 14.7
974
14.5
20.8
16.5
18.0 18.0 20.6 17.2
Peiiod 11........... 12.0 
16 1
17.3 
30.1
16.4 16.3 20.6 19.9 ------------
Period I I I .......... 17.3 19.1 15.7 15.7 16.7 16.3
V) BY PAIRS
S t e e r s . 4 and 8 6 and 9 10 and 12 1 and 11 2 and 3 5 and 7 11 and 12 1 and 10
Pei iod I ___ 3<J .0 37.6 38.0 35.5 36.0 37.8 41.7 31.8
Period 11______ 39.4 39.3 39.3 25.9 32.7 40.5 33.8 21.4
Period 111.......... 33 .7 33.5 31 .4 33.0 39.2 30.6
2
3
5
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ensilage. It was not compared directly w ith either the shelled 
corn and corn fodder or the corn and cob meal and corn 
fodder ration; and to draw conclusions from indirect com­
parison would in this instance be unsafe, because the effect 
o f the different feeds which the animals had received during 
the previous period cannot be measured.
6. Shelled corn produced gain more cheaply than did the 
same value of corn and cob meal.
7. Outdoor fattening was found considerably more expen­
sive than indoor fattening, so far as cost of food is concerned, 
even during the exceptionally mild winter of 1888-89.
The results stated above relate solely to the points which 
were the direct object of experiment. The following are a 
few observations made by the way.
Corn Fodder. The corn fodder was especially well liked 
by all the stock, showing that when cut at a proper time and 
cured without injury, it is an excellent fodder ; in the dairy 
herd when timothy hay was substituted for corn fodder the 
cows shrank in amount of milk more than we should ex­
pect from the mere fact of change in their feed.
Corn Ensilage. In this instance it did not pay to put any 
corn fodder in the silos. The weather was so dry that the 
corn fodder was not injrued in the field ; it cost so much less 
than the ensilage when prepared for feeding, there was so 
much less waste by spoiling, the fodder was relished so much 
better by all kinds of stock, and produced so much better 
results in fattening and in milk, that there was no room for 
choice between it and the ensilage in our silos. Had the en­
silage been what is known as “ sweet”  ensilage, the result 
might have been different.
W hen fed in moderate quantities uTith other coarse fodder, 
our ensilage was well relished, being cleaned up as well as 
other coarse fodders or b etter; there was no indication that 
fed in this way, it did not have as good an effect as did the 
mangels, which are much more costly in proportion to the 
dry matter in them.
Sorghum Ensilage. The mechanical condition of the sor­
ghum ensilage was better than we expected. In passing 
through the fodder cutter the sections of the sorghum stalks 
were usually split in two or more pieces, while the pieces of 
corn stalks remained whole. This behavior of the sorghum 
stalks made their hard outer surfaces less objectionable than it 
was thought they would be. Between the two kinds of en­
silage, corn and sorghum, it was not discovered that the 
stock had any preference.
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Temperature. A ny considerable change in the tempera­
ture to which the system has become accustomed seems to 
have an unfavorable influence on an increase in weight.
In Period II, Table IV, it w ill be seen that as long as the 
average temperature remained constant or nearly so, the 
gains were steady, both indoors and out. When there came 
a change, as between February 19-25, and February 26 to 
March 3, a sudden fall in the outside temperature of 16 deg. 
followed by a rise of 27 deg. there was a change in the amount 
of gain from a total for all of 153 lbs. to a loss of 36 lbs. the 
following week.
In Period III, Table V III, a sudden warming up at the 
close coincides with a smaller gain. T he total gain for next 
to the last week was 220 lbs., and for the last week, the one 
after the rise, it was only 92 lbs.
These may possibly be only coincidences, but they look 
very much like cases of cause and effect.
A N E W  FORM  O F  R E C O R D IN G  DESK.
Persons proposing to conduct feeding experiments, or 
those engaged in any occupation in which— as in the cream­
ery business, for instance— records are kept which are similar 
in a general way to those of feeding experiments, may be in­
terested in the description of a recording desk which we have 
used with much satisfaction. It is a simple modification of 
one described by Dr. E. D. Porter, in Bulletin No. 4 of the 
Minnesota Experiment Station. This (the original) can be 
most briefly described as a board seventeen inches wide and 
forty-eight inches long, having two parallel, longitudinal 
slits through it, two aud one-half inches apart on top, and 
w ithin three and five and one-half inches respectively of one 
edge; with two rollers two inches in diameter running under­
neath the entire length and just below the two slits.
T he slits (in reality these are spaces left between three 
boards which together make up the seventeen inch board, or 
top of the desk) do not pass vertically through the board but 
are inclined toward each other above, like the two sides of a 
roof, to allow the record paper to move freely from one roller 
(the anterior one) up through the first slit, over two and one- 
half inches or so of the board and down through the second 
slit to the other roller.
Thus only a narrow strip of paper is exposed at any one 
time, the rest being on the rolls and protected from soiling 
by the operator’ s hands and arms, or otherwise. It is of course
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understood that the apparatus is for use at the stable so that 
the person who feeds and weighs may enter his records on 
the spot. It is held in place against the side o f the barn by 
hooks at the rear and a slanting leg at the front.
W e tried the desk as described and liked it quite well, but 
found it had one serious fault. It protected the record not 
only from dirt, but also from easy inspection by those inter­
ested in watching the progress of the events recorded. It is 
often desirable to see more than one point of the record at a 
time; one frequently wants to take in not only days but sev­
eral weeks at one view, in order to see at a glance how this 
or that animal has done for the preceding days or weeks, 
and to compare the records without labor or trouble.
This fault, as it seemed to us, of the original desk led to 
the modification shown in the engraving.
kKliKliIilM fA
As modified, the anterior roller is left where it was, under 
the top of the desk, w hile the other one is supported on 
brackets eighteen inches or so higher up, and in a vertical 
line above its former position. Only one slit is used, the one 
above the anterior roller; and the paper instead of passing 
downward through a second slit, passes under a piece of 
stout glass tubing (or other smooth rounding surface) and 
upward to the second roller. T h e glass tubing is fixed so
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near the desk-top that there is but just room for the paper to 
move freely between.
A. A. in the figure is a wooden strip, bevelled to a thin 
edge below, and made to fit into two small brackets or slots, 
one at each end of and just above the glass rod. T o it is 
tacked any desired heading for the record— in feeding experi­
ments the numbers of the animals and the rations to be fed. 
It is movable at w ill; when in place the lines of the heading 
correspond with the vertical ones on the record paper.
W ith the horizontal lines of the record paper not over 
three-eighth inch or one-half inch apart several weeks of a 
daily record will be always in view.
A  light curtain, not shown in the figure, is dropped over 
the paper to protect it from dust.
T o work the apparatus most conveniently a strip of stout 
paper, a couple of feet long and of same width as the record 
paper, is tacked permanently to the upp*er roller, and the 
ruled record paper attached to it by ordinary brass ‘ ‘fasteners’ ’ , 
as shown in the figure. When a “ period”  of the feeding is 
done its record is removed by unfastening at the top and cut­
ting off from the remaining ruled paper at the bottom ; the 
stout paper on the upper roller is now unrolled, attached as 
before to the ruled record paper, and all is ready for a new 
“ period” — save only a new heading to be tacked to the strip 
A. A.
T o keep the paper drawn taut the upper roller is fixed at 
any point by a rough-surfaced metal wedge of any sort— a 
large eyelet screw was found to answer well.
In closing the record of this series o f experiments we wish 
to acknowledge the valuable counsel of R. P. Speer, Direc­
tor of the Station.
Some of the experiments, from the important bearing o f 
their results upon the economics of feeding, demand repeti­
tion on a much larger scale, while others suggest new lines 
o f inquiry; in both these directions we hope to do something 
in the future.
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